
 Curriculum Mapping – Boys Games 

 

Basketball- Develop passing, dribbling 

and shooting skills. Apply the basic 

attacking and defending tactics to small 

sided games. 

Athletics- learn the basic technique for 

a  range of different athletics events. 

Challenge yourself to reach new PBs! 

Football- 

develop side 

foot pass and 

receiving 

skills. Learn to 

dribble with 

control. Apply 

basic tactics.  

Touch Rugby- develop the correct passing 

technique, learn to run with the ball and outwit 

opponents. Apply the rules to a game situation.  

Hockey- learn 

correct grip and 

stance to pass and 

dribble with 

correct technique. 

Develop basic 

attacking and 

defending tactics. 

Gaelic Football- Develop ability to 

run with the ball following correct 

rules. Develop passing and defending 

skills. Apply tactics to games.  

Basketball- Develop 

dribbling under pressure, the 

correct technique for 

shooting and the key points 

for 1:1 defence 

Football- build on 

passing to include longer 

passes, demonstrate 

confident dribbling and 

tackling. Apply tactics to 

game situations. 

Rugby- move from touch to contact 

rugby. Learn the correct tackling 

technique. Continue developing passing 

and apply these to small games. 

Athletics- continue developing 

correct technique for a range of 

different athletics events. Challenge 

yourself to beat your Y7 scores! 

Rugby- learn 

advanced skills 

such as rucking 

to protect the 

ball. Apply 

correct tackling 

technique and 

tactics to 

competitive 

situations. 

Basketball-  

developing 

passing, 

shooting and 

dribbling skills. 

Apply 1:1 and 

zone defence to 

game situations. 

Hockey- Apply and adapt skills learnt 

for competitive situations. Apply 

advanced attacking and defending tactics. 

Football- take part in a sport 

education season to develop 

independence and leadership.  

Athletics – develop advanced 

techniques for a range of different 

events. Challenge yourself in your 

performances. 



 Curriculum Mapping – Girls Games 

 

Netball- continue developing passing and catching skills. Learn 

correct footwork. Apply the basic attacking and defending tactics. 

Athletics- learn the basic technique for a range 

of different athletics events. Challenge yourself 

to reach new PBs! 

Football- 

develop side 

foot pass and 

receiving 

skills. Learn to 

dribble with 

control. Apply 

basic tactics.  

Touch Rugby- develop the correct 

passing technique, learn to run with the 

ball and outwit opponents. Apply the 

rules to a game situation.  

Hockey- learn 

correct grip and 

stance to pass and 

dribble with correct 

technique. Develop 

basic attacking and 

defending tactics. 

Netball- Develop dodging and evasive 

skills, learn the different stages of 

defence. Apply tactics to games.  Basketball- Develop 

dribbling under pressure, the 

correct technique for 

shooting and the key points 

for 1:1 defence 

Football- build on passing 

to include longer passes, 

demonstrate confident 

dribbling and tackling. Apply 

tactics to game situations 

Rugby- move from touch to contact rugby. 

Learn the correct tackling technique. Continue 

developing passing and apply these to small 

games. 

Athletics- continue developing correct 

technique for a  range of different 

athletics events. Challenge yourself to 

beat your Y7 scores! 

Netball- adapt  

skills for changing 

circumstances and apply 

tactics to games. 

Develop leadership and 

officiating.  

Basketball-  

developing 

passing, 

shooting and 

dribbling skills. 

Apply 1:1 and 

zone defence 

to game 

situations. 

Hockey- Apply and 

adapt skills learnt for 

competitive situations. 

Apply advanced 

attacking and 

defending tactics. 

Football- take part in a sport 

education season to develop 

independence and leadership.  

Athletics – develop advanced 

techniques for a range of different 

events. Challenge yourself in your 

performances. 



 Curriculum Mapping – PE 

 

Fundamentals- develop your resilience 

whilst improving your agility, balance 

and coordination. 

Cricket and rounders- develop 

your independence by running 

your own warm ups.  

Flag Football- 

Develop your 

teamwork 

whilst 

learning to 

apply tactics 

as a team.  

Dance- 

demonstrate 

your creativity 

whilst taking 

part in a series 

of strictly come 

dancing 

routines. 

Gymnastics- Demonstrate your creativity 

by creating group routines using small 

apparatus  

Table Tennis-develop your 

independence by working to 

improve individual skills. 

Fitness- develop your 

resilience by taking part in 

fitness sessions focussing 

on the components of 

fitness. Tennis- experience 

challenge when 

taking part in doubles 

competitions.  

Cricket and rounders- Develop your 

leadership whilst running your own 

skills practices  

Badminton- 

Develop your 

perseverance by 

challenging 

yourself in a 

new sport. 

OAA- Develop 

your 

communication 

whilst you belay  

and coach your 

peers  

Fitness- Develop your resilience by 

taking part in fitness sessions focusing 

on different training methods.  

Table tennis - . Develop 

your teamwork in 

doubles competitions.  

Gymnastics – Develop your creativity 

by experiencing flight through the use 

of gymnastics apparatus. 

OAA- Develop your confidence by 

working in groups to solve problems, 

orienteer and rock climb.  

Tennis- experience 

challenge by taking part in 

singles competitions.  

OAA- Develop your 

confidence by challenging 

yourself with new routes. 



 Curriculum Mapping – Y10 and Y11 

Games 

 

Your group will have the 

opportunity to challenge 

your resilience and 

teamwork skills by taking 

part in rock climbing 

lessons. Further progressing 

your understanding of 

belaying and climbing 

techniques.  

All groups will have the opportunity to 

take part in Fitness lessons using the 

fitness suite. This will teach you the key 

points of leading a health and active 

lifestyle and give you the confidence to 

access these facilities in the future.  

Your group will have the opportunity to 

take part in invasion games such as 

Netball, Football, Rugby or Hockey. 

Where you will continue to improve 

your game related skills and tactics.   

All groups will take part in a series of athletics 

events. Learning and applying advanced 

techniques in a range of different events  

Your group will have 

the opportunity to take 

part in a variety of net 

sports such as 

Badminton and Tennis.  

Within your 

lessons there will 

be increased 

opportunities for 

leadership.  

In year 10 and year 11 games we want every student to find a 

sport or activity that they enjoy and ensure that they leave St 

John’s with a thorough understanding of what it means to live 

a healthy active lifestyle and equipped with the skills and 

motivation to be lifelong participants in their chosen activity. 

Your group will have the opportunity to 

take part in activities that develop your 

creativity and performance skills such as 

Gymnastics or Dance. 
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